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PREFACE

This volume is one of a set of 18

that form la complete course

in

ALGEBRA LEVEL ONE

The volume has been structured

in a multiple choice question-answer format,

with the pagination scrambled

and

is to 1-.". used in c njunction with

t.
a program controk console

utilizing

punch card input.

It le one exhibit in the demonstration of a model

developed under the direction of

the U,S, Department of Health Uucation and Welfare

Prbjeot 8-0157

at the

New York-Institute of Technology

Westbury, New York
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VOLUME 5

This volume covers the following material as shown in this excerpt from the
,--

Syllabus:

REFERENCE BOOK sEcTioN

SEGMENT DESCRIPTION iDOL C I AN I DRESSLF DODES

C4 ".-a

-
-..,.

1 Adding directed numbers 4-6 6- 7 3-'6ii; 3- 7
Subtracting directed numbers 4-7 6- 9 3-5 , 3- 8

2 Multiplying directed numbers 4-8' 6- 8 3-9 , 3-10

Dividing directed numbers

4 Transforming equations

5 Properties of .inequality
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READING ASSIGNMENT

VOLUME 5,

Before you begin to anwer the questions in this STUDY GUIDE you should
read the pages indicated.

SEGMENT FROM PAGE TO PAGE

1 124 130

2 133. 135

Modern Algebra Book I

3 138 --' 140 L-..._, _Dolciani, Berman and
Freilich

4 157 158 Houghton Mifflin, 1965

159 -- 162

)-
Read EVERYTHING co a ned in these pages.

EXAMINE every illustrative problem

Write in your NOTEBOOK:

41.

1)

2)

3)

Every
Every
Solve

RULE that has been stated
DEFINITION that has been presented
at least ONE PROBLEM of each type covered iii the lesson.

If you wish additional information,
for enrichment purposes consult: Algebra- I

Dodes nd Greitzer.

Hayden Book Co., 1967

You will be given additional notes at various places in the STUDY GUIDE.
These, too, should be entered in your NOTEBOOK.

c
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HOMETy4RK ASSIGNMENT

VOLUME NO. .5

HOMEWORK
QUESTION NO. PAGE NO.

BOOK: DOLCIANI

EXAMPLE NUMBER MBO REFERENCE

1 127. 7 , 9 , 11 , 12 05110

2 ' 127 13 , 14 , 15 , 18 05110

3 131 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 05120

r

4. 131 14 , 17 , 19 , 20 05120

5 137 -4' I , 6 , 11 , 15 05210

6 137 21 , 26 j 32 , 37 05110 , 05ia'

7 138 49 , 50 52 , 53 05110 , 051z0

8 138 54 , 55 , 56 , 57 05110 ,

9 141 .-4v 1 5 , 7 , 9 05310

10 141 , 13 , 151, , 17. 05310

11 141. 19 21 , 23 , 25 05310

12 142 31 , 32 , 33 05310

13 , 159 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 05410 , 05420

14 159 10 , 12 , 17 , 19 0541d , 0,5420

15 159 13 , 21 , 24 , 25 054

16 159 40 , 42 , 46 05 1 , 05420

17 163 1 , 3 , 5 , 7 0553

18, 163 11 , 13 , 15 17 05531

19 ) 163 19' , 21 , 23 , 25 05531

20 163 29 , 30 , 32 05534.



GENwRAT

Ask your teacher for:

PUNCH CARD
PROGRAM CONTROL
ANSWER MATRIX

When you are ready at the PROGRAM CONTROL

Insert the PUNCH CARD in the holder
Turn to the first page of the STUDY GUIDE
Read all, of the instructions
Read the First Question

P h tl e d h h STYLunc 1 car wit t e

) Read the instruction on the PROGRAM CONTROL
(it tells you which page to turn to)

Copy the question
Do your work in your notebook
Do all of the computation necessary
Read all of the answer choices given

Choose the Cdrrect answer
(remember, once you've punched the card
it can't be changed)

TURN TO. THAT PAGE:

If your choice is not correct you will
be given additional hints, and will be
directed to return to the question and
to choose another answer.

If your choice is correct then you will
be directed to proceed to the next qur-
tion located immediately below, on the

same page.

If you have no questions to ask your teacher now,
you can turn the page and begin. If you have
already ,completed a SEGMENT turn to the beginning

of the following segment;

CHECK THE PAGE NUMBER BY LOOKING AT THE TABLE OF CONTENTS
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VOLUME 5 ,SEG:IENT 1 BEGINS HERE:

Obtain a PUNCH CARD from your instructor. In addition

to the other identifying information that must be furnished

by you, you are asked to punch out the following:

COLUMNS 48 and 5.0 2 1

'54 and 56 0 4

60 --ansd 62 0 5

66 and 68 0 1

(Sequence Number)

(Tvpe-arPunch Card)

(Volume Number)

(Segment Number)

Your READING ASSIGNMENT for this Segment is pages 124='130 .

/

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES:/
In the previoUs Volume, you have seen how the NUMBER LINE can be used

Wa reference to all&a you to add and subtract signed numbers.

You will no doubt agree that although it gives a concrete illustration

/
of the operation, it is a time consuming process. Now, just as you.long

/ago advanced from counting on your fingers to the memorizing of the number

,/
,

combinations, you will now be told to advance from counting along the
,

f'NUMBER LINE to memorizing the RULES FOR THE ADDITION AND UBTRACTION OF

SIGNED NUMBERS.

*(\--

Of course, you will always be able to fall back, at

ti

the picture he NUMBER LINE to support your:6e

ast mentally, on

; but your main

task now is to commit the following rules to mem

Please ',..urn tr.) page 2.

V



Statement or RULE: Symbolic

(1) The SUM of two positive numbers

is positive.

The absolute value of the sum

is

the sum of their absolute values.

Form of RUT /:

(1) If a > 0 , b > 0

then, a b = +

(2) The SUM of two NEGATIVE numbers (2) If a < 0 and b < 0

is negative. then, a b - -

The absolute value of the sum

is

the sum of their absolute Values,

(3) \

& The SUM of a POSITIVE and a. (3) If a >ffL-:----and b <0
(4)

has the sign of the and
lal

I bNEGATIVE number.

number with the larger absolute value. then, a + b = + ( IaI.

The absolute value of the sum (4) If a> 0 and b <

- and blis I

Ial

the DIFFERENCE of their absolute values. then, a + b =- ( Ibl

RULE FOR SUBTRACTION:

Since subtraction can be accomplishedcy adding thd " additive inverse

we make that substitution and then use the addition rule that applies.

\

Ibj )

1 b I )

a ( +b ) ( -b )

a ( -b ) = a + ( +b )

I I

You will now be asked a series of /questions to draw your attention to the

more important points.

2

2

Question 1

Apply the proper to find the value of'

( +2 ) +. ( +7 )

(A) 14

(B) + 9

(C) + 5

(D)

V



Since the two negative quaiLities in parentheses are separated bv a 'plus

sign, this is an addition of two negative numbers.

Then Rule 2 should be applied.

Please review Rule. 2 , since you haVe made

Remember, most decisions in Algehra involve

(1) Recognizing which rule to use, and then

(2) Using the rule precisely.

Please return to page 19 and try question 4 again.
2

3

3

2

Let us consider the inequality in two parts.

The left side asks for the absolute value of the sum of positive 7 and.

By Rule 4 , the sum of +7 and -8 is -1 . By the

definition of absolute value, the absolute value of -1 is 1 .

The right side of the inequality asks for the sum of the individual,

absolute values. The absolute Value of 7 is, 7 ; the absolute value ofrx

negative-\8 is 8 . The sum of .these two absblute values by Rule 1 is ,15 .

/

The Third step to take is to compare,the left side with the right side.

Is the left side greater than the right side as the problem

states? Is 1 greater than 15 ? Since this is. not the case, then

tLeinequality is.not true.

Please return to page 29 and reconsider this question.
2

V

I



It appears that you have added 7 and 10 , but'the only time when it is

proper to ad.d absolute values is when you are adding numbers which have

the sp- s not the ,case here.

Did, you apply a subtraction rule? You should not i.ave done so, because

this probleM calls lor ,the sum of a positive 7 and a negatiVe 10

Please return to page. 22 and try question 2 again.
2

From negative 2 we are asked to subtract negative 3 . Then the

subtraction rule calls for the addition of the opposite of the subtrahend..

.

( ( -3 )

That is:

becomes ( -2 ) + ( opposite of -3 )

the opposite of -3 is .+3

or ( -2 ) + ( +3 )

Now if you apply the proper addition rule, you will find that this

choice is not correct.

Please return to page 21 and try quest:
2

---

on 10
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1

It appears that you did art of the problem correctly, but then made a

mistake. The sum of the positive numbers is +31.9 while the sum of

the negative number's is -57.3

Now Rule 4 applies. tells you to subtract one absolute value from the

other. You ill probably be more comfortable if we put one number under

the other.

57.3

31.9

-2(5.4

Since.this deals with absolute values, we must subtract smaller from larger,

and the result is an absolute value.

Please return to page 20 and try question 6 again.
2

The absolute value of

p + q-

is never negative by the definition of absolute value.

But the -sum,of p and q, can be.negative when is positive and q

is' negative. FOr example, suppose

and

5

q =/- 12

:gyp i
q -

5

2

which would no equal the absolute value of 7 . Since there is at le st

one set of numb rs which makes the statement lalse, this choice is not

t

Please return to page 23 and try question again.
2



Whenever two numbrrs are written in this manner, it represents an

ADDITION.

is rewritten as ( -b )

7 .- 10 becomes 7 + ( -10)

or +7 + ( -10)

J1 calls for the addition of positive 7::.and negative 10 .

Remember that 7 means the sane as +7 . The -10 means that the

second number is a negative 10 you must not think of it 4s a subtraction

example. If you apply the proper addition rule, you will find that this

result is not correct.

Please return to page 14 and try this question again.
2

6

2

This problem deals with the sum of positive 7 , negative 12 , and positive

1 'lying the addition rules , this equals -4 . Performing the addition

offered n this choice gives the result -4 . Then this choice is incorrect,

since e wanted the one which did NOT equal the original expression.

i41"!

Please return to page 13 and try questiOn 11, again.
2



It appears that you multiplied numbers. You must'not think that'

parentheses call 'for multipli ation; they do not.

This problem asks for the sun\ of positive and positive 7 .

Please return to page 2 and try question 1 again.
2

7

The original;problem Calle the addition of posit x , negative

and negative' z .

7

2

Remembering that quantities written in this manner mean an addition, this

choice equals the sum of positive negative y , and positive z .

Then this choice is not correct.

Plea'se return to page- 28 and try question
2'

again.
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1

This is a perfect illustration of Rule 2 , the, addition of two negative

numbers.. The rule states that the result is to be negative, and that we

add the two absolute values.

Remember:

if a < 0 and

then a + b = - + I bl

Therefore, this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question

S

szion

below.

21y the proper rule to find the value Of

18 + 6 - 41

53

a -17

(C) 65

(D) None of these
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1

This problem calls for the addition of a positive 7 and a negative

10 . Then it is necessary to apply Rule 3 and 4 . The sign of the

result is the same as the sign of the number with the larger absolute value.

.Since 10 is the larger absolute value, this result should be negative.

Then this choice not correct.

P1,7se retu to page 22 and try question 2 again.
2

9

72:

Let us consider the inequality in two parts
/.

The left side asks for the

absolute value of -7 and -8 . By Rule 2 , the sum of -7 and -8 is

-15 , and the absolute value of -15 is 15 .

The right side of the expression is equal to 7 - 8 , since we need the

absolute values of the quantities..

But, by Rule 4

7 - 8 71

Then this choice says that the left side is smaller than the right side.

Upon substituting the yalueS; we find 15 is smaller'than -1 , which

is certainly not correct.

Please return to page 29 and try question 7 again.
2

V
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1

This was supposed to be an addition of four signed numbers. It appears that

you tr.E.-ated it as having a subtraction. Did you subtract 2.6 from 54.7 ?

That was incorrect since you were supposed to add -54.7 to -2.6 and to

the two positive numbers as well. Rem%mber, you must use addition rules.

Let'sconvert the problem to symbols:

a + b d becomes:

(a + b) + [( -c ) + ( -d )1

and there are twO
1

separate addition problc, Jo, . Then, these

two answers, theMselVes, form a third addition problem. \

Please return to page 20. and try"question 6 again.
2

10

2

You were given that p was positive and q was negative. Now the

ABSOLUTE VALUE of any number or combination of numbers is never negative by

the very definition of ABSOLUTE VALUE. Therefore, 1p ql will be positive,

and its value will be bdund by subtracting the absolute values of p and

q.. (Rule 3 )./ On the other hand, the expression p q means the sum

p- and -q The value of this expression will be found by adding t_e ab olute
. ,

values since,'
p + ( -q ) (when q itself is negative) becomes

p + (the additive inverse of negative-valued q.)

NOTE: ( -5 ) = 5

or p
I ql

(Rule 1')

Therefore, we see that in the equation ip + 41 = p q

(a) the value of one side is found by subtracting the absolute
values, and

(B) the value of the other side is found by adding the same absolute
values.

The only case -where this would produce an, equality is when q is zero, and

this was ruled out when it was given that q is negative.

Therefore, this choice is not an identity.

-- Please return to page 23 and reconsider this question.
2



You,came very close, but this answer is not correct.

Did you recognize that this is an ADDITION problem? That's right, addition!

When two numbers are written in this manner, it should be considered as

addition,

is rewriLLen as

a + .( -b )

In this case, we are adding positiVe 7 and negative 10 If you will use

the proper rule, you will get the correct result. Some students read this

prchlem as " 7. subtract 10 " and since that makes no sense, they consider

it be " subtract' 7 from 10'." Of course, this is completely wrong; the

minus sign is.the sign,of the number, rather than indicating an operation to

be Performed.

Phase return to page. 14 and try question 3 'again.
2

11

2

Since this problem involves addition, it is possible to omit the parentheses

without changing the value.

In the following case:

a ( b +

a c

This iS'ihe reflexiveformof the ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF-ADDITION. The

original expression.is equai to this choice. HoweVer, this choice is

not correct. -What further simplification is possible?

1:Lea-,7. return :o page 26 and try question 12 again.
2

V
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1

Since this,-/problem asks for the sum of two positive numbers, we apply

Rule 1 . The absdlute the su, is Lho .pf.the abscilute.

did you' do with

This choice is not c-trect.

Please return to page 2 and try question 1 again.
2

12

2

The original problem called for the addition of positive x , negative y ,

and negative z . But this choice cells for the addition of positive

positive y and positive

Then this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 28 an:_ try question 9 again.
2

V
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1

:ative 2 w .tie asked to subt:r.ict negative 3 . Then the

subtraction rule calls for the addition of the opposite of the subtrahend.

That is ( -2 ) ( -3 )

becomes ( -2 ) + ( opposite of -3 )

or ( -2 ) + ( +3 )

Now, we use addition rules 3 and 4 .

(a) The sign of the result is plus.

(b) The absolute value of the suMris the result of subtracting

2 from 3 .

Then the correct result is +1 , and you have chosen the correct answer.

Please proceed to question 11 below.

Question 11

Apply the proper rules to find the choice which is NOT eqUal to

V

7 12 + 1

(A) 7 13

(B) -5 +

(C) 12

(D) 8 10

13
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1

This example requires the use of Rules 3 and 4 , which tell us that the

sign of the result is the same as that of the number which has the larger

absolute value. Since 10 is larger than 7 , our result should be

negative (the sign of the 10 ). Ali4o, to get the absolute value of the

result, we must subtract absolute values, which gives us 3 .

Therefore, the correct result is -3 , and you have chosen corr ctly.

Please proceed to question 3 below.

uestion

Apply th= proper rule to find the value of

7 10

V
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1

This problem is an addition of three numbers; the first two are positive,

and the third is negative.

The ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY says that you can group them as you wish, either-

the first 'iwo together or the last two together.

The COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY permits) you to change the order of any two numbers.

, (

You will end up by having to apply the addition rules twice. The easiest

calculation arises from first adding' 18 and 6 and then adding the negative

41 .

If you do it that way, you will find th.it your choice is not correct.

Please return to page 8 and try question 5 again.
,2

15

2

Since these quantities are to be added, we may remove the parenthe4es being

careful that the sign of each term is shown.

Thus we have:

2y ) + (2x y)

/4-.x + 2y + 2x y

Now if you combine like terms, you will discover that this choice is

not correct.

Please return to page 40 and try question 14 again.,
2
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.1

Let us consider the inequality in two parts. The left side calls for the

absolute value of the sum of -7 and -8 The sum of -7 and -8 by

Rule 2 is -15 , and its absolute va ue is 15 . The absolute values of

-7 and -8 are respectively 7 an 8 , and their sum is 15 . 'The right

de calls for the sum of the indiv .ual, absolute values of the same numbers.

left side is said to be larger han the right.

Then this choice states that 15 larger than 15 which is not correct.

Please return to page 29 and try uestion 7 again.
2

16

.2

Since his roblem involves ,addition, it is possible to omit the parentheses

without changing the value

In the following case:

a + ( b +

a + b + c

This is the reflexive form of the ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF-ADDITION\ But

this choice indicates that you used the opposite of m 4 What

caused you\to use the vosite?

\-
Note: + ( b - c )i

a = a + b - . c

but; a+ .( b - c ) a f ( c

However, a - ( b c ) does

a + ( c - b) I

This choice is not correct.

Please return to page 26 and try question 12 again.
2

V
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1

This problem deals with the sum of two positive numbers. Then we should

apply Rule 1 . But this states that the-sum is positive, which disagrees

with this choice. In addition the rule calls for adding the absolute values,

which was not done in this choice. What rule did you apply?

Please return to page 2 and try question 1 again.
2

The original problem calls for the addition of positiye x negative

17

2

and negative z . This choice offers the difference b t een ,x and y z .

Let's analyze this to see how.1t compares with the original problem. Using the

subtraction rule, we need the sum.of x and the opposite of y

But

y - z = y + ( -

and, therefore, the oppoSite of y

That gives us
x y +

as the equivalent of this choice. Then this is the sum of positive

is -y + z .

negative y ,-and positive which does not equal the original

expression.

Then this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 28 and try queStion 9 again.
2
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One of the techniques for making a decision about the truth of an identity

is to test it with typical values from the replacement set. If one case

is found where the identity doesn't hold, then the statement in

question cannot be considered an identity. In order for this statement

to be correct, it must be true for any values of p and q Suppose

p = +5 and q = 12

Then, by Rule 4 the sum of p and q is 7 , and its absolute value

is 7

Now the absolute values of p and q' 'Ire respectively 5 and 12 , and

their sum is 17 . When these values are substituted in the statement in

question which says the two parts are always equal, we find a contradiction

since 7 does not equal 17 .

This choice is not correct.

Please return to page 23 and try question 8 again.
2

18

2

The original problem is in the form:

a b
This choice is in the form

a + ( b

which is not equivalent.

You have made a mistake in applying the rule for subtraction:

in the case a ( b c ) we change it to an

addition problem a + [ ( b c ) ]

which be a + ( b + c ) by employing the opposite

and th a b +
What is the oppositc, ( 2r -1 ) ?

This choice is wrong nor another reason. It offers addition, and we

could omit the parentheses and then Combine terms. Then this is not the

simplest form even if it were a correct expression.

Please return to page 35 and try question 13 again.
2 V'
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1

It is important that you recognize a b to be an example in A=DITION

of two signed numbers, ( a ) + ( -b ) , positive 7 and negati-e 10 .

Then we can apply Rules 3 and 4 getting the minus sign for th result,

since negative 10 has a. larger absolute value%than positive 7 . The

rule telLs us to subtract absolute values, which gives us 3 .

Then the :orrect answer is -3'.

Please proceed to question 4 below.

Question 4

.Apply the proper rule to find the value of

( -9 ) + ( -6 )

(A) -15

(B) - 3

(C) + 3

(D) +15

V

'19

2



is problem is an addition of three numbers, two positive and one _Ave.

DU can apply the ASSOCIATIVE and Ca_:IUTATIVE PROPERTIES to ma:- tinges

the appearance of the problem.

:ever, the easiest calculation results from adding the first

ting 24 , and then adding 24 and -41 .

=plying Rule 2 , we find that our result is -17 , so that this

correct.

lease proceed to question 6 below.

aestion

?erform the calculation to find the value of

24.3 7.6 54.7 2.6

(A) -25.4

(B) -34.6

(C) -20.2

(D) None of these.
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1

The original 7:-.-oblem _:fled t: a additLon Df pos_ _ :e , .egative y

and . RE .emberir :la : tuant_:a-- writt_7 in _ _ manner

mean ar. aC:.'. , -.1, thf choice sum c f 7:ositive , n,ative .y ,

and negati

Then this choice is cDrrect.

Please proceed to question 10 below.

Question 10

21

2

Apply the proper rule to find the value o

( -2 ) ( -3 )

(A) +5

(B) -5

(C) +1

(D) -1



ce we ar,a =7, fo: um of two pcsi numb E 1 3ave

t the result is _:151 that the e'L, ite va cf Z re 1117 is

sum of c-ne absolute

( )

+ 9

if 0
them + b

7 _,ese 5rod I: :estic5 2 below.

tlOfl 7

the ,5::oper rule tc fini the value

(A) -3

(3) +17

(C) 3

(D) +3

I

V



Let us cor_sider the two parts aequa separately. The .1

23

side calls for the absolute ITTL__. lie sun of -7 and 8 . Th of

-7 and +8 is +1 and its value is 1 . The righ: si:

for the sum of the individual The absolute value,_

-7 and 8 are respectively a_ncl taeir sum is 15.

Then this choice states-that 1 -:;filer than 15 , which is correct.

Please proceed to question 8

Question

If p E (positive integer)
-fla q E: (negative integer

which choice do you recognize an identity?

V

None

q !

p + q

P q

23
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r; ne -ood job of . the rule for since

ar -,-.Tosite of

th ern: is Tay be cmlfo:ted 7.2

C

Howevs
, .n th i-orn

)

_it in havfnn e t could be n this chc

is c_free:, because i: is n: ,implest foro

Please re=n to page 35 anc ..astion 13 a _n

2

24

ThhIs probLem requires that the 1-f.:.e terns be coml-The-i.b ue. the

appropriate ,..1-dition rules. might be advLsabLe rearr. the terms

firs't us.-_ng the COMMUTATI7: 7- .T.:7171.7 SD as tc grc he ilk .rms.

Thus:

2m- 3 5m + E

2m + 3m lOr 8

If :,-Du n: cosine terms, yo wi1L cover ch dce es h.: cor:-ect.

PL,aase rel=a to page 31 'lesoion L.

2



If ca:±fully rules for, addition of signed n=bErs, you 7:ill,

J:lus we

cc

cf oIhar ::-.cices is ccrrect. This choi:1, ccrrect.

Lem sympc ally:

b

b,

thcc becd-me:5

[(-C) (-d)]

f

faced Lt'. e sepErse addirion

Please :,.:arn to page 2: J:_d try question 6 agai: .

25

2

(additive inverse )

sab7_-action have:

2w - ( -3w + 2x

2w - ( +3w 2x )

can remove parentes and combine terms; and we find the::: this

_s not the correct suit.

Please 7.1turn to -:-age 32 . try question 17
2



7-ne pr: :eels 7.:s:_tive 7 , negative 12 , and positive

=heck each s -17) y applying the addition

A:Diving the addition rules to

,7.a do not ge -4 . a matter of fact, we get -6 .

E the chc W_ 7 equal to the original, this

:rect.

Re7-..le.tabe We can use the C0/..2,11:TA7117.-E FOE ADDITION.. ar_d then group two

ad acen. :ens by t.e AS'SOCL,2:77_ LAW. This gives us much latitude for

ffereht aTprcaches to

Note:

the s

7-12+1 ( 7 + ) - 12 or

7 - 12 ) + 1 or

7 +(-12 + 1)
- 12 + -k 12 .+ 1 )

)r.roceed no questinn L LcL,-.7

Apply the prcr..e.r rules to simpfy th-, expression

as as Lb

(B rn + 28

(C 36

(D, 28n.

V



You have done part of the problem correctly. However, you overlooked

The .-7.11,± for subtraction tells us to add the opposite of tie

su_Iltra-nend. You SEI=.7_ to have =ate a mistake in getting the opposite cf

2r - 1

What is the cpposite of ?

Please return to pane 35 and tr: cuaszion 13 again.

27

2

There are twc 7rays to solve ohie 0 e problem.

Simp_L:_ft- first, then a:1r.- ttute and further simplify.

or Substitute first, then sirpiLfy.

Ci-Ang the second n,L..t.od and su-osticting the given values, we have:

) 7 p =

6

If y-:71 nc. L:alcyulat -a. the value of t:-..ca e:,:pression in parentheses and then

add the negative 6 , you will ft.:.t that this result is not corct.

12:se return oo page : 37 and -.:r77- 7uestfon 16 again.
,/ 2



1

.1
A careful cneck of each of the other choices shows that none of them is

correct for alvi values of and c Than this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 9 below.

28

2

Question 9

Apply the proper rules to find the choice which is equal to

if x Y

(x)

and z are all- positive integers.

(A) y \z

(B) x + y + z

(C) x y

(D) x - (y z)

4



Yo_: have doze a fine jo:c; this choice is correct.

___le this can be done in =any ways, it is hest if you first add the two

positive cuantities, then the two negative quantities. For convenience,

we =ay write ft Gs follow=:

24.3 54.7 One case uses Rule 1

-I- 7.6 2.6 and the other uses

31.9 57.3 Rule 2 .

Now need to subtract absolute values, and you are probably most

comfortable with the larger absolute value on top.

57.3

31.9

25.4

Applying Rules 3 and 4 , we find that

our result is negative so that we

get 25.4

Please proceed to question 7 below.

Question 7

Perform the calculation to find which inequality is correct.

(A) 1( 7 ) + ( 8 )1.. I 7 1 + 1-81

(B) 1 7 8 H-7 1-81

(C) 1(-7) + ( 8 )1. 1-7 I + 1-81

(D)

-29
2



3D

Jince th= irvcves additica, it pcssiOle cmit ch parenteses

chan:lim2 the value.

Tn
a ( b c =

a +

This is the reflexive form of the ASSOCIATTVP PROPERTY OF ADD TTT0N.

I'nen,

and combining terms

we get

32 ( m 4 ) =

32 4

28 +

How did you combine these terms? Or did you select this choice because

you didn't notice that it does not have the plus sign? In any case, this

choice is not correct.

Please return to page 26 and try question 12 again.
2

30

2

The rule for subtraction tells us to add on the opposite of the subtrahend.

What is the opposite of

( 3r s + 9 )

You have made an error in signs.

Please return to page 39 and try question 18 again.
2

V



Eince :hese quantities have to be added, ;.:e mat remove the parentheses

ig carer the sign or ee.c,. term.

MUE have:

( ) ( 2x y) =

+ 2y

3: ±

31

s-,f course, the plus sign in front of the 3x is written for emphasis; it

nay be omitted without changing the value.

herefore, this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 15 below.

Question 15

31

2

Apply you:r knowledge to combine terms:

2m - 3 + 5m 10m + 8

(A) 3m + 5

(B) -3m +

(C) 3m 11

(D) -3m 11





r

32

1

We can solve this problem by substituting the given values.

Thus,

+' q - p ( 6 18 ) -6 Rule 4

= -12 6 Rule 2

= -18

It turns out that the problem is easier if we do some algebra first:

( p q ) p = p + q - p [COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY

= p p + q [ADDITIVE INVERSE

0 q

Notice that in using the variables p and q , we do not care whether

they represent pos!.tive or negative num'Jers. Of course, the result is the

same whichever approach we use since all correct methods give us the

correct answer.

Please-proceed to question .17 below.

32

Question '17

Apply your knowledge to combine terms:.

ti

( 2w

(A)

( -3w + 2x)

r.



Since I is an Addition, we have

x+ ( y z ) ((= x+ y

Item II is a subtraction, therefore,

which equals

Therefore, I Laid II

x - ( y + z ) = x ( -Y

x - y

are not equal, and this choice
\
is not correct.

[

Please. return th page 45 and try question 19 agai
2

33

33

2

You have answered a different question correctly, but you were asked for the

absolute value of the product of the two numbers. An absolute value doe'S

not have a sign attached.

What is the rule for finding the absolute value of a product?

1

Please return to page 47 and try question 2 again.
2
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1

Since this choice has two quantities separated by a minus sign,: it indicates

an addition of the signed numbers, a and -1 . But the original problem'di

(____.

11

not have a plus or .a minus sign separat' g the two quantities; it was

a multiplication problem in the form ....,

b( d) which means b x d

The fact that d was a negative value doesn't change the operation to

subtraction or addition of a negative. It is still multiplication.

Since the addition and the multiplication do not give the same values,

this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 42 and try question 1 again.
2

34

2

The numbers, each in parentheses, are written without a plus or a minus

sign between them; this indicates a multiplication.

NOTE: ( -a ) ( -b ) = ( I al lb( )
-----___

You have made an error in one part of the rule for multiplying two numbers.

Do you see which part?

Please return to page 58 and try the question again.
2

V



Since this problem involves addition,

parentheses without changing the value.

In the following case:

possible to omit the
/'

a + (b+c) =a+b+ c
This is the ASSOCIATIVE ,PROPERTY OF ADDITION in its reflexive form.

Then we have:

32 + ( m /- =

=

=

32

32

22

m

/+ m

- 4

+ 28

35

1

- 4

+ m Using the COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY

+ m Combining similar terms

Using the COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY

Then this choice is correct since the two terms we now have cannot be combined.

Please proceed to question 13 below.

Question 13

If you apply the proper rules to the problem

5r - (2r 1 )

which is the result in simplest form?

(A) 5r + ( 2r - 1 )

(B) 5r + (-2r + 1 )

(C) 3r

(D) 3r + 1

35

2
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1

Since P represents the sum of three numbers which might be either

negative or positive or zero, P may ber positive or negative (or even zero).

But Q is an absolute value, and it cannot be negative. Therefore, this

choice is not correct. If you would be happier trying some numbers, suppose

that

m =

2

- 3 w = 6

The -;clue of P we be

1 2 - 6 .= -3

The value of Q would be the absolute value of -3 , which is 3 .

Please return to page 38 and try question 20 again.
2

36

2

Since the quantities are not separated by a sign, either plus or minus,

L___E indicates a multiplication.
. The rule for multiplication has two

pa ; one for the sign of the result, and the other for the absolute

value of the result.

NOTE:

a ( -b ) = 1 ( b 1 )

Which did you use incorrectly?

This result is not correct.

Please return to, page 52 and try question 3 again.
2



This problem requires that the like" terms be combined using thie

appropriate addition rules. It is best to rearrange terms first using

the COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY so as to group the like terms.

Thus:

2m 3 + 5m + 8 = 2m + 5m 10m

Therefore, this choice is c1r7.-_,

Please proceed to qlticr2

Question 16

If

= 6

q = - la

apply your knowledge to fir. tie value of

+ q ) -

(A) ,-20

(B) 18

(C) 7 6

(D) -18

-3m

37

1

+ 5

+ 5

37

2
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1

Since I 'is an addition, we have

Y z ) = x + y -

Item III , which cannot he simplified is

Then these are not equal, and t.:1-is choice is 7 Jr:7E

lease to page 45 and try question again.
2

38

The parentheses indicate that the two quantities 4 and are not

separated by any signs, and that they are to be multiplied.

NOTE:

a. ( b ) means a x b

But you did not multiply them; therefoz-e, this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 47 and try question 2 again.
2

V
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1

a b = a + (Additive Inverse of b

NOT Additive Inverse of: p + q is + p

Appiyi suDtraction rL_e, have:

5x ) -3w + ( 2w 5x ) + ( +3w 2x )

+2w - 5x + 3w 2x I Cor)ine like t. ns

5w 7x

choice is correct. ice that it is possible to combin the

.tar terms without first re: sting the expression to put the similar terms

.L each c,zner. However,. )7c-u must take care not to overlook any term.

P1 Ise Droceed to question 18 below.

Question 18

In performing the calculation

7r - ( 3r - s + 9 )

choose the expression which must be added to 7r .

(A) 3r + s

s + 9

9

s 9

39
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1

The r-L2.2e for subtraction :tells us to add the opposite of the subtraherrd.

Then,

becomes:

5r (2r - 1 )

5r + (-2r + 1 )

and -.(2 can omit parenthe s from this 'addition without changing the value.

This Lives us

Comb _wing terms, we have

51 2r + 1

3r 1

It L_ very important that you sa.e what happened to the 'plus sign which was

in E.: nt of the parentheses.

The ranir of t, plus sign was "add" and the meaning of writing

5r 2r + 1

is aLso "add". Therefore, when the parentheses are omitted as they may be

in acdition, the plus sign is also omitted. However, we must be sure to

writ the sign of the first term Lti the parentheses. For instance,

7x ± ( + 1 ) = 7x + 2x + 1

where the plus sign of the 2x was .izderstood inside the parentheses, but

must be written when the parentheses ai-e omitted. In the problem we

started with, the minus sign in front of the 2r is written at all times.

Please go on to question 14 below.

40

1

Question 14

Apply the proper e. to express in simplest form:

( x + 2y ) + ( 2x y )

(A) 3x + 3y (C) 3x + y

(B) Y (D) -x + 3y

V
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1

Neither Q nor P.. can be negative quantities since one is an absolute value

and the other is sum of two elsolUte values. Nevertheless, we can

show that they do not have to be

Suppose

Then,

and

Q = 11 + 2

= 1-3

3

m

t

Therefore, this choir e is not corre:'

R = + 12.

= 1 + I- 41

= 1 + 4

5

kes,

Please return to page 49 and recorsix the problem.
2

41
2

Since the quantities a_17 not separat d oy either a plus or minus sign, this

indicates a multiplicatofon. The rule for multiplying two signed numbers

has two parts; one for ::e sign of the result, and the other for the

absolute value of the result.

NOTE:

a ( -b ) = lal 1bl )

You have made a mistake in one of those parts; this result is not correct.

Please return to page 52 and try question 3 again.
2

V
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1

1
. .

VOLUME 5 SEGMENT 2 BEGINS HERE:

tObtain a P NCH CARD from your instructor. In addition to

the other identifying intformation that must be.furnished

by you, you are asked to punch out the following:

COLUMNS 48 and 50 2 2

54 and 56 0 4

60 and 62 0 5

66 and 68 0 2

(Sequence Number)

(Type of Punch Card)

(Volume Number)

(Segment Number)

Your READING ASSIGNMENT for this ment is pages: 133 135.

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES:

In the previous segment you saw how to add and subtract signed numbers

without necessarily referring to th NUMBER LINE. You will now extend this

skill to include multiplication o signed numbers. This is a logical

development since multiplicati can be considered as repeated addition.

You will now be asked a series of questions to draw your attention to the

more important points.

42

2

Question 1

Which .do you recognize as the same value as
r

a ( -1 )

(A) a 1 (C) -la

(B) ) (D) -1 +

V
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1

You have correctly applied the COMMUTATIVE LAW OF MULTTPLICATIOTI,

you still have to actually multiply the numbers in order to simplify the

expression.

Please return to page 58 and finish the problem.
2

43

2

You must not concentrate so hard on one part of the problem that you

overlook something else. This problem calls for the multiplication of four

numbers. However, you can only multiply two numbers at a time. The

ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY tells you that you can multiply two numbers, then

multiply the result by the next number and so on.

If you do that correctly, you will find that this choice is not correct.

Please return.to page 65 and try question 7 again.
2
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1

Since P is the sum of three signed numbers, it may have any value, positive,

negative or zero. On the other hand, since Q is an absolute value, it

must be non-negative. Also R is the sum of two absolute values and

cannot be negative.

Then it is certainly not true that all three are equal.

Please return to page 49 and try question 20 agaih.
2

44

2

Since no plus or minus sign separates the two quantities, this is a

multiplication. What Operation did you perform?

This choice is not correct.

Please return to page 63 and try question 5 again.
2

V
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1

The rule for subtraction tells us to add on the opposite .of the subtrahend,

that is, the quantity being subtracted. In this case the subtrahend is

( 3r s + 9 )

Then its opposite is

-3r + s - 9

and this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 19 below.

45

2

Question 19

Apply your knowledge to find which statement about the following expressions

is correct.

V

z )

only I and III are equal

only II and III are equal

only I and III are equal

all three are equal



Since the quantities are not separated by either a plus or a minus sign, this

indicates multiplication. The rule for multiplying two signed numbers has

two parts, one for the sign and the other for the absolute value of the result.

NOTE:

You have an error in both parts; this choice is not correct.

Please return to page' 52 and try question 3 again.
2

46

2

You' seem to be confused.

-3 -5 -2

calls for the addition of the negative numbers; where as

( -3 ) ( -5 ) (

indicates multiplication. Now examine the rules for multiplication.

c means a x b x c

By the COMMUTATIVE LAW, the order of these can be changed:

axcxb
cxbxa etc.

without affecting the result. Therefore, multiply any two, and then multiply

that answer by the third. Consider thp signs carefully in each case.

Please return to page 56 :.and try question 6 again.
2
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1

This choice indicates a multiplication since the two quantities are written

without a plus or minus sign between them. It is written in the-form

b ( d ) which means b x d . This is true whether or not either b

or d are actually negative numbers. This is, therefore, another form

of the given expression.

Since the COMMUTATIVE PROPERTY states that the result of multiplication is

the same regardless of the order of.the quantities, these have the same

value.

Then 'this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 2 below.

Question 2

Choose the absolute value of

V

47
9
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1

The fact that the two numbers each in parentheses are written without a plus

or a minus sign separating them indicates that this is a multiplication.

What operation did you perform? You certainly did not perform a correct

multiplication.

Please return to page 58 and try the question again.
2

48
2

How did you read the problem? It asks for the value of

( +2 )

3
not ( +2)3

Remember that the base is to be repeated as a factor in a multiplication.

That is, the base +2 is tc be written three times and the three numbers

must then be multiplied.

(a)
3

means (a) (a) (a)

Your choice is not correct.

Please reLirn to page 53 and try question 8 again.
2



Since I is an addition, we have

x + (y-z) =x+ y- z
Item II is a subtraction, therefore,

x ( y + z ) = ( -y z )

Which equals
x y z

Item III , which cannot be simplified; is

x y z

Therefore, II and III are equal, but I is different.

Then this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 20 below.

49

2

. Question 20

Apply your knowledge to find which statement about the following expressions

is correct: m , t , and w are integers,

P =m+t- w

V

+ It

only P and Q are equal

only Q and R are equal

all three are equal

all three may have different values
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1

. :ears you re:ogn .ea correctly that this is a multi

_em. Why did you get the wrong answer? Perhaps you shcult terio

rules for multiplication; you must have left out one par: of the rule.

Please return to page 56 and try question 6 again.
2

50

2

In this problem the base is -2 and the exponent is 4 .

Then writing the problem as a multiplication gives us

( -2 ) ( -2 ) ( -2 ) ( -2 )

If you apply. the .multiplication rules for signed numbers, you will find that

this choice'is not correct. You may use the ASSOCIATIVE LAW and group the

factors in pairs. Then each pair can be replaced by tie equivalent produc:t.

These two products are then multiplied.

Please return to page 67 and try question 9 again.
2

V



It does not follow that since multiplying two negative numbers produces a

positive number, multiplying two positive numbers produces a negative

number.

Refer to the proper rule and then apply it.

Please return to page 63 and try question 5 again.
2

51

2

Since this problem involves a multiplication of a single term by an

expression made up of two terms, you must apply the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY;

that is, you must use the multiplier with each term inside the parentheses.

You certainly have not done that.

a ( b + c ab + ac

Please return to page 69 and try question 11 again.
2

V
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Since the rule grates that the absolute value of e product is the produc

of the absolute values, it is only necessary to multiply 4 by 3

Note: I( a ) ( b = ial x lb'

Then this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 3 below.

52

2

Question 3

Choose the value of

4 ( -3 )

(A) -12



5

1

There is a lot of detail in :his problem, and you have handled it all

carefully and correctly. Once you know that it is a multiplication, you

can proceed as follows:

There are four negative numbers, an even number of them, so tha: the

result is plus. ( Each multiplication of two negatives produces a

positive product ). Now you can multiply absolute values without

having signs in your way. Of course, you may do the multiplication

in any order you wish.

Please proceed to question 8 below.

Question 8

Apply your knowledge to find the value of ( +2 )

(A)

(B) 8

(C) 9

(D) 12

V

53

2



The fact that each quantity differs from the others in the placement of

absolute value signs suggests that they have different values.

Then

Let m

t = 2

w = 6

P= +t-w Q=

P = 1 6 4. -

P == -3 Q=

Q =

m + t w R= I ml l I w

2 - 61 R=
111

± 2

3

R = 1 +

R = 1 +

R = 5

Thus, we find that all three can have different values.

You have now finished this Segment. Hand in the PUNCH CARD.

You should have entered in your NOTEBOOK the rules for addition and

subtraction from the beginning of this segment.

You should now be able to complete assignment 5 , problems 1 - 4
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1

In this problem the base is -2 and the exponent is 4

Therefore, we are asked for the value of

( -2 )( -2 )( -2 )( -2 )

V

There are four negative factor=- re, the result is positive.

The product of the absolute values is 16 so that this choice is correct.

You might note this suggestion for the calculation:

( 2 )( 2 )( 2 )( 2 ) =

4 4 = 16

:_...)ceed to question 10 below.

Question 10

Apply your knowledge to find the value of

-2)5

(A) 32 (C) 10

(B) -32

V

(D) -10

2
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Since the expression is in the form:

( +b )

this is a multiplication.

You have applied the rule correctly, and this is the correct choice.

+a ( +b ) = +a x +b

Please proceed to question 6 below.

56

2

Apply your knowledge to find the value of

( -3 )( -5 )( -2 )

(A) -10 (C) -30

(B) 10 (D) 30

V



This problem requires the application of the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY

have recognized. But you have made an error; this choice is not

Did you forget to apply the rules for multiplying signed numbers?

Please return to page 69 and try question 11 again.
2

tiI

Applying the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY correctly, we get:

5( 3a ) + 5( r ) 4( 3a ) 4( r)

If you perform the multiplications correctly and then combine terms,

you will find that this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 84 and try question 14 again.
2

V



z1

Since the quantities are not separated by a sign, either plus or minus,

this indicates a multiplication. Then the rule for multiplication tells

us that the result is negative, and its absolute value is 12

Note:

a( -b ) = -( lal lbJ )

Therefore, this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 4 below.

58

2'

Question 4

Choose the value of

( -5 )( -1 )

(A) 5

(B) 5

(C) ( -1 )( -5 )

(D) - 6

V



Once you recognize that there is an exponent, you should rewrite the

problem to show the multiplication. When you try to multiply quantities

in your mind without having them on your paper, it is too easy to make

errors as you have done.

Since the base is +2 and the exponent is 3 the problem is to find

the value of

( +2 )( +2 )( +2 )

Please return to page 53 and try question 8 again.

59

2

This problem callg for the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY.

Applying the property correctly means that each term in the parentheses is

to be multiplied by the -3x

Therefore, .his choice is not correct.

?lease return to page 73 and try question 13 again.
2

V
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1

The base is

to

-2 and the exponent is 5 so tb.-L r i, ,rob em is equivalent,

( -2 )( )( -2 )( -z -2 )

If yob now 'perform the multiplication using the rules correctly, you

will fibd that this choice is not correct.

Please return to page .55 and try question 10 again.
2

60

2

The mealling of
k

is 5xx:xx

Therefore we have

73
5x = 5( -3 )( -3 )(

I

Did you forget the meaning of.an exponent? If you axe careful to write

the multiplication out as shown above, you will get the correct result

-more often.

This result is not correct.

Please return to page 81 and try,question 16 :again.
2

V



This problem calls for the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY first, giving us

3m( 2m + 3m( -5 ) - 4( 3 ) 4( -2m

ext you should perform the multiplications'. This seems to be the place

where_ you made the error. Have you found it?,
\

Please return to page 71 and try question 15 again.

61

2

A common error in this problem is to consider that it asks for the third

...,p/-ower of a Negative quantity, and that th 'result is, therefo-e, negative.

You'must remember that a minus sign mere y indicates the opposite of a

number. Of course. -3 is a negative number, but: -m is a positive

number if m happens to be negative.

Go hack to the meaning of a third er, and calculate the value correctly

since you have the wrong choice.

Please return to page 79 and try question 18 again.
2

V
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The problem requires the use of the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPER'iY you have

recognized.

a( b + c ) = ab + ac

It s important to keep in mind a] ':.hat we are dealing with signed

numb rs, and to follow the rules for multiplying them. You have done very

well; this choice is correct.

In detail, we might show the work as follows:

--5 ( 2x --' 3y )

75( 2x ) -5( -3y )

-10x +15y

Please proCeed to question. 12 below.

a

62

2

Question 12

Apply the appropriate principle to find the choice equal to

( 2x 3y )

(A) -10% 15y

(B) 10x -1- 157

(C) 10x - 3y

(D) None of these.

V
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The numbers each in parentheses are written without a plus or minus sign

between them; this indicates a multiplication. The rule for multiplica-

tion has two parts: The absolute value of the. product is the product of

the absolute values, and the result is negative f the two numbers have

different signs.

Note:

lal Ibl )

1

Then you have used both parts of the rulecorrectly, and this choice is correc:.

Please proceed to question 5 below.

/ .

Question 5

Choose the value of

+4( +3 )

(A) 12

(B) + 7

(C) 7

(D) -12

63

2
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1

It appears that you used the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY correctly, and you

have no mistakes in multiplying the signed numbers:

Then where did you make your mistake?

Please keep in mind: the more complicated an example becomes, the more

careful you must be with all details.

Can you find your error?

Please return to page 73 and try question 13 again.
2

64

2

You have made a mistake probably due to doing too much mentally.

You should write down the multiplication that is to be performed,

EN%

-2p2 means -2( P )( P )

Then you can Ibstitute the numbers and perform the multiplication.

This choice is not correct.

,Please return to page \75 and try question 17 again.
'2

V
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1

You have done a fine job!

First, because you recognized that this is a multiplication example.

Next, because you applied the rule properly and carefully. It is

.interesting to note that you can make use of the ASSOCIATIVE AND

COMMUTATIVE PROPERTIES OF MULTIPLICATION to simplify this calculation.

For example, it can be done as:

(a) (-3) (-5) (-2'}

3- -5 -2

3 +10

-30

(b) ( -3) ( -5) ( -2) = (c) ( -3) ( -2) ( -5) =

-3 -5 - -2 = -3. -2 -5

+15 -2 = +6 -5

-30 -30

Of course, it could be done in other orders as well, all giving the same

correct answer.

Please proceed to question 7 below.

Question 7

Apply the appropriate rule to find the value o

( -3 )( -2 )( )( -2 )

(A) -8 (C) -12

(B) 8 (D) 12

V

65
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1

This problem calls for the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY first, giving us:

( -5) 4 ( 3 ) - 4 ( -2m )

Next, you should perform the multiplications and then combine similar

terms

It appears that you have done all that, and yet this choice is not correct.

Where did you make your error? Better review each step carefully.

Return to page 71 and try question 15 again.
2

66

2

You have apparently ignored the parentheses in the original problem.

It is

( -2p )
3

not -2p
3

if you will re-examine the meaning of a third power, you should be able

to correct your error.

Return to page 79 and try question 18 again.
2

V
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1

Since the exponent 3 tells us that the base is to be repeated three times

as a factor, we have

( +2 ) ( +2 ) ( +2 ) = +8

This is an example of

( a )
3

( a )( a )( a )

Then this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question. 9 below.

Question 9

Apply the proper principles to find the value of ( -2 )

(A) 16

(B) -16

(C) 8

(D) - 8

V

4
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1

Since there is a minus sign separating the -5 from the quantity inside

the parentheses, the -5 is not to be multiplied by the other quantity.

Then this choice is not correct.

When two quantities are separated by a plus or minus sign, it calls for

application of the addition rules.

Note:

a ( b a ( b c)

Return to page 62 and try question 12 again.
.2

68

2

The meaning of

5x
3

is

Then if you substitute -3 for x it is possible to calculate the value.

However, you will-find that this choice is not correct.

Return to page 81 and try question 16 again.
2

V
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1

Since the base is -2 add the exponent is 5 , this problem is

equivalent to

( -2 )( -2 )( -2 )( -2 )( -2 )

+4 ) +4 ) ( -2 )

+4 ) ( -8 )

-32

=

There is no reason why yot must do the multiplication in the order shown

above. In any order the multiplication will come out to this same value

since it is correct. You could save,some work by seeing that there are

fiVe negative numbers ( an odd number ) , which means that the result is

negative. Then you can concentrate on the absolute values without any

signs to bother you.

Please proceed to question 11 below. .

Question 11

Apply your knowledge to find the choice equal to

-5 ( 2x 3y )

(A) -10x 3y (C) 10x 15y

(B) -10x + 3y (D) -10x + 15y

V

69
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1

There is a difference between -2p
2

and ( -2p )-

Which was the one you used?

Your choice is not correct.

Please return to page 75 and try question 17 again.
2

70

2

Were you tricked.by the -p

Since the value of p is -6 , what is the value of -

That may explain why your choice is not correct.

Please return to page 85 and try question 19 again.
2

Q

V
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1

Applying the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY correctly, we get:

5 ( 3a ) + 5 ( r ) - 4 ( 3a) 4 ( r )

15a + 5r 12a 4r

3a

Therefore, this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 15 below.

Question 15

Apply the proper principles to express as simply as possible:

3m ( 2m 5 ) 4 ( 3

(A) 6m2 - 15m - 12 - 8m

(B) 6M2 - 23m 12

(C) 6m2 - 15m - 12 +

(D) 6m2 - 7m 12

V

71
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1

You must learn to distinguish between.

The first means

5x
3

and ( 5x )
3

5 ( x )( x )( x )

while the second means ( 5x )( 5x ) ( 5x )

You have apparently used the secon meaning, which is not what the

problei called for.

Please return to page 81 and try question 16 again.
2

72

2

There is an error somewhere in your calculation, since one of the other

choices is correct.

Are you sure of the proper theory?

( -ky ) means ( -ky )( -ky )( -ky )

Now when y is itself negative, do you see how it affects the sign of

each expression in the parentheses?

Please return to page 79 and try question 18. again.
2

V



The minus sign separating the -5 from the quantity 2x 3y indicat

that this can be considered an addition of a negative number:

adding -5 and the opposite of 2x - 3y . Then we have

5 - ( 2x - 3y ) =

-5 - 2x + 3y

\

Since this is not equal to any of the other choices, this rNoce is
1

correct.

We might also interpret the problem as:

5 2x 3y )

-5 - 1 ( 2x - 3y )

-5 - 2x -t- 3y

Notice that we may assume the coefficient in front of the parentheses to

be 1 'since it was not written. Then multiplying by -1 gives us, the

same result as before. \ .

- ( a - b ) by additive inverse = -a + b

1 ( a - b ) by the DISTRIBUTIVE LAW = -a + b

Isn't is amaiing that we get the same result using different methods?

Not really, Any correct method must give the correct result, and there

is only one.

Please proceed to question 13 below

Que:itiun 13

Apply the proper rule to find the choice equal to

( -3x ) ( -5x + 2y z )

. (A) 15x
2

+ 2xy - (C) 15x2 - 6xy + 3xz

(B) 15x - '6xy + 3xz (D) .None of these.

73
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1

This pro:-,em requires the combination of multiplication aC addition, and

it is therefrire necessary to do the multiplication first. Let us consider

'71 term as a product of factors. We have:

2

3x- + 2xy

3 ( x )( x ) + 2 ( x )( y ) - ( y )( y )

Now it would be proper to substitute the given values in this expression

and do all the multiplications, being careful, not to omit or make an error

in signs.. Then you would need to combine the values of the terms by means

of the addition rules. If you do this correctly, this is not the choice

you arrive at.

Please return to page 80 and try question 20 again.
2

74
2

If you will review the procedure for solving an equation, you will find

that subtraction is used to remove, a qua which has been added to the

variable. How is the m attached to the variabl Then whatAperatien

of mathematics can be used to remove it? Yo should choose the inverse.

operation.

Please return to page 83 and try question 1 again.
2

V
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The meaning of

Therefore, we have

5x
3

. 3

is 5 ( x )( x )( x )

5x = 5 .( -3 ) ( -3 ) ( -3 )

= ( - 15 ) ( + 9 )

Then this choice is correct.

135

-e

Please proceed to ques,tion 17 below.

Question 17

Apply your knowledge to find the value of

-2p
2

when

(A) -50
4,4

p

75

2

(C) -100

(B) 50 (D) 100
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1

If you concentrate very hard to avoid making an error in one part of the

problem, you must not rqlax your caution in the other parts of the problem.

Calculate the value of m
2

, then the value of 3m

value of -p .

and then the

Now it is necessary to put the parts together. Somewhere along the way

you have made a mistake.

Return to page 85 and try question 19 again.
2

2

If we attempt to check this equation using the listed value, we get:

a a
2

a

But the equation you chose said that

a x

Therefore, this choice is incorrect.

Return to page 98 and try question 2 again.
2



This problem calls for the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY first, giving us:

3m ( 2m ) 3m ( -3 ) 4 ( 3 ) - 4 ( -2m )

Next you should perform the multiplicaLons. It appears that you have

done that. Then why is this choice not correct?

Have you simplified as far as possible?

Return to page 71 and try question 15 again.
2

Your answer does equal th,2. given,dxpression, but your answer to the

question is wrong. The questrOn asked for the absolute value of the

quotient.

You must be more alert when reading qur

Return to page 106 and try question 4 again.
2

V



You should recognize that this problem requires the application of the

DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY as well as the rules for signed numbers. If you

work with thine very carefully, you will find that one the other

choices is

Return to page 73 and try question 13 again.5

78

2

This problem caIl'S for the multiplication of 5x by the reciprocal of 3s

Then, according to the definition of division, it is equivalent to the

quotient of quantities.

a

Theh this choice is not correct.

You might recall that 5x can be written as a fraction Ix__

1

Then We would have:
5x ( 5x )( 1 )

:is ( 1 ) ( 3s )

5x

3s

We s J. find. his choice is not correct.

Pla_.e return tc. 91 and try question 3 again.
2 If



9
Since -2p means -2 ( p )( p ) , tie note that the exponent applies

only to the base, p . Substitution of 5 for p makes it equal to

-2 ( 5 )( 5 )

Then this choice is correct.

By using the ASSOCIATIVE PROPERTY OF MULTIPLICATION:

-2 ( 5 )( 5 ) equals either ( -10 )( 5 ) -50

or ( - 2 )( 25 ) = -50

Please proceed to question 18 below.

Question 18

Apply your knowledge to find the value of

( -2p )
3

when

216

(B) -216

(C) 54

(D) None of these.
V

-3
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The expression is the product of two parts. Let u= take them one at a

time.

(a) The meaning of m
2

is m-m which is 3 3 , and it equals

(b) The value of 3m is 3 .3 , which is 9

Now, since

Then

p

-13

-6

6

3m

9 6

15

Thus, we have 9 ( 15 )

which is equal to 135

Then this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 20 below.

80

2

Question 20

Apply your knowledge to evaluate

3x
2

+ 2Xy
2

y

when x -1

ar.d y = -5

(A) -18 (C) 6

(B) -12 (D) 44

V



This problem calls for r'ns DTSTRIBUTIVE PROPS ^! =irs= giving us:

3m ( 2m ) 3m ( -5 ) 4 ( 3 ) 4 (

which equals 6m -15m 8m

2
and this equals 6m 7m 12

when we combine teLms.

Therefore,,this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 16 below.

Question 16

Apply your knowledge'to find the value of x when x = -3

(A) - 45

(B) -135

(C) 135

(D) 3375

V

81
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Jou chose

as the equation whose
solution is

a

a

We can check this by substituting the given solution in place of in
the equation you chose.

Your equation:

therefore,

b

x

bOr D = a (but 1 is the inverse of

Substituting:

As a check:

b( -a-
?b

) =

b
2

,

a
a

a b.
= the inverse cf =

Therefore, something is wrong.

Since the solution was " given " it can't be wrong. Since each step
taken is legitimate, the conclusion must be that the original equation
you chose must be wrong.

Please return to page 98 and try this question again.
2

82

2

You have divided

8 divided by

This stated in

Please return

the numbers in reverse order.

2 is 4 , but 2 divided by

symbols is:

Remember that

1
8 is .

V

a
if a 0 1 and

1

a 0

b 0

to page 106

2

and try question 4 again.



VOI t SEGNE:T Begins here:

Obtain a PUNCH CARD from your instructor. In addition to the other

identifying inforTqation that must be furnished by you, you are asked

to punch out the following:

COT.UHNS 48 p.nd 50 2 3 (Sequence Number)

:nd 56 0 -+ (Type r)f Punch Card)

60 and 62 0 5 (Volume Number)

66 and 68 0 3 (Segment Number)

Your READING ASSIGNMENT for this Segment is pages 138 - 140 .

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE:

In the two previous segments you investigated and applied the rules for

the addition, subtraction, and multiplication of Ligned numbers, It

will come as no surprise to you that we now propose to investigate the

rules that apply to the division of signed numbers.

You will now be asked a series of questions to draw your attention to

the more important points.

Question 1

Apply your knowledgu to find the solution of the equation

(A) x =

(B) x =

V

p

MX

- m

=

(C) x

(D) x

m

m

83
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You have -.:sed the DISTRIBUTIVT PROPR-T-Y arc le= for

correctly.

n117.17-=r-4

Although there is a lot of detail in this problec-1, you made 7.3 errors.

In detail the steps can be shown in this manner:

( -3x ) ( -5x 2y - z ) -3x ( -5x ) ux + 3x

+1 6x + 3 : :z

Plc = proceed to question 14 below.

84

ues tion 14

Apply the appropriate rules to express as simply as possible:

5 ( 3a + r ) 4 ( 3a + r )

(A) 3a + 9r

(B) 3a 3r

(C) 3a +

(D) 3a



( -2p :teens ( -2c )( -2? )( -2p

all that fs rLacessary to su -icuce for

Men we get-

( -2p ) ( -27 ) ( -2L ) = ( +6 ) ( +6 ) ( +6

216

Therefore, this chcice is correct.

Please proceed to question 19 below.

( 36 ) ( 6 )

''Question 19

Apply the proper principles to evaluate

m
2

( 3m

V

when m = 3

N

and p = -6

(A) 27

(B) 18

(C) 135

(D) 90

85



tolC na: the solution is

a

an check that value in this egcation. S _stituti :P the -,ralue for y

we have

ab
a

But this statement is :rue only when b has the value 1

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 98 and try question 2 again.
2

86

It is important to keep the rules for signs clearly in mind as you do the

problems. However, you must not forget other details in the process.

What mistake of ordinary arithmetic have you made?

Please return to page 94 and question 5 again.

2

V



---=

Let

up =7,ny

approacn it yerY carefull-.

= 3 x ) x ) y )

3 (-1 )(-1 2 (-1 ) (-5 ) (-5 )(-5 )

= 3 (+1 ( -3 _ ( +25 )

= 3 10 25

-12

Then this choice is correct.

13

You h.--ve now finished Segment 2 . Hand in the PUNCH CARD.

You should have entered in your NOTEBOOK the three rules listed in your

text nP.ar the t.op of page 135 . The second set of three rules are more

general statements which can be learned later.

You should now be able to complete assignment 5 , examples 8 12 .

V
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1

n + -5 - 3

n_ - -2

Subtracting -5 from each side of the inequality transforms _this into

an equivalent inequality, and we get

Then this choice is correct. The

on both sides of the inequality.

symbol means perform that,operation

Note that-the order of the inequality changes ONLY when you multiply

or divide on both sides by a negative number.

Please proceed to question 7 below.

184

2

Question

If you are given that

x + 3

what can be said about the value of x ?

Choose the letter next to the conclusion.

(A) < 10

7

(C) 2x + - 14

(D) 2x + '6 < - 14
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1

The DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY can be applied whenever the expression

a ( b + c )

appears. Here it is part of an inequality.

The first step necessary is to apply the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY to simplify

the left side of the inequality. It is. then necessary to transform the

inequality by performing addition and then division on both sides.

What is it that caused the order of the inequality to reverse.- The only

condition under which an inequality reverses order is when it is

multiplied (or divided) on both sides by a negative number.

Since this choice is not correct, you have made at least one mistake

somewhere in this process.

Please return to page. 195 and try question 13 again.
2

185

2

The successive steps in this problem involve the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY,

the SUBTRACTION PROPERTY of inequalities,,and tha DIVISION PROPERTY of

inequalities.

Unless each step is perfect the' result is. incorrect. How 'many mistakes

did you make,.and where were they?.

:Please return to page '202 and try question 16 again.
2
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If we divide both sides of the inequality by +5 , the order of the

inequality does not change, and we get

2 >

i. e. 5n 10 > -15 DO 5
1
-s- (5n 10) -3 [ D

2 > 3

Then this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 9 below.

186
2

Question 9

If

choose the value of

for which

m > n

w

mw = nw

(A) 0

(B) -1

(C) No value

(D) Some value not listed,



Let's review the problem:

Given:

3x c -12

x + 4

t<7,(-3 )

(order reversed)

In order to remove the -3 attached to the x by multiplication, we

must divide both sides of the'inequality by

Then the order of the inequality also Changes. Watching our rules for

dividing signed numbers, we then get

x - 4

and this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 12 below.

187
1

187
2

Question 12

Apply your knowledge of ,i)eraticins on inequalities to find the one correct

statement listed below that can be derived from

3x + 6 > - 9

.(A) 6x ¢ 30

(B) -6x + 30

'(C)

(D)

13
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1

By reversing the order of the second inequality, we have

n>. w and h >w

Then since both n and h are larger than w , the question is which

one of these is larger. If both n and h. are 2 larger than w they

would be equal. If n were larger by 3 while h were larger by 2

then n would be larger than

But the situation could just as well be reversed. That is it is impossible

to tell from theigiven information, how the Sizes of n and h compare.

Please proceed to question 4 below.

188

2

Question 5

State which choice is correct about, the conclusion that

if x> y

then' z y

(A) It is always true

(B) It is never true

z

(C) It may be true or not, depending on the value of

(D) It may be true or not, but the value of does

not matter.
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1

It appears that you have multiplied both sides of the inequality by the

same number, which is correct. But why did you change the order of the

inequality? There is a rule telling you when the order of the inequality

is to be changed, but you have not used it correctly. The inequality

sign changes order when the operation is either multiplication or division

- -
by anegative value.

or

if a b 4*( -k )

then -ak -c-bk

if

then

a >. b

- a
k k

Return to page 184 and try queetion 7 again.
2.

189

2

The steps is the solution of this inequality are two,different subtractions

from both sides. It is important that you make no mistake in handling the

signed numbers, or the fractions; you must also be,careful to follow every

rule you have learned for handling inequalitites.

Somewhere you have an error since this choice is not correct.

Return to page 196 and try question 17 again.
/ ,-, 2

V \
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In solving this inequality, we proceed as follows:

3 ( 2n - 6 ) > 6

6n 18 ' 6

6n > 24

4

[ D

K +18

K 6

Note that the order of the inequality does not change since the df/isor

was positive.

Please proceed to question 14 below..

190
2

Question 14

Apply your knowledge to find the graph of the solution set of the inequality

2 ( 5 y.) < 18

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

O
- 8
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1

The only multiplier which can turn an inequality into an equation is the

number zero.

Given:

m > n

0 m ? 0 n

0 = 0

Therefore, this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 10 below.

Question 10

Given that

p > q and tap c m q

. Choose the corredt statement about the value of

(A) m is positive

(B) m is, zero

(C) m might be negativejor positive

(D) None of these.

V

191
2
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1

There were many opportunities for you to make a mistake in solving this

inequality. It appears that you were successful in avoiding errors since

this choice is correct. The work could have been done as follows:

3 ( x - 5 ) - 2 ( 3x - I ) a". 2

3x 15 - 6x + 2 - 2

- 3x - 13 > 2

15

Please proceed to question 19 below.

3

- 5 ( reverse order

of inequality )

192
2

Question 19

Apply your knowledge to find the solution set of the inequality

8x + ,( 2x + 1 )

(A) x c - 2

(B) x

(C)

(D)
9



The solution of this inequality involves subtractions to remove the

x term from the right side and to remove the term 5 from the left side.

It is then necessary to divide to get x alone. In which of these steps

did you make your mistake?

This choice is not correct.

Return to page 198 and

2

try question 15 again.

Applying the proper procedures to solve this inequality, we have:

5y + 3. .Z?.. 32

5y 35

K- 3

5

2

Since we divided by a positive number, the order of the inequality remains

the same. Then this choice, does not agree with the solution set given,

Return to -page. 199 and try question :20_ gain.
2
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1

If we multiply both sides of the inequality by +,2 we get

2x + 6 - 14

Since our mul.tiplier was positive, the order of the inequality remains

unchanged.

Given:

Then this choice 'is correct.

Please proceed to question .8 below.

194

2 Question 8

Apply your knowledge of opefations on inequalities to find tge proper

derived inequality equivalent to:

Choose the letter next to the\correct statement.

(A) 5n < - 5 (C) n 2 < - 3

1 (B) 2 > - (D) None of these.



In order to transform the left side_ofthe given inequality into the

left side of this choice we preform the'following operations:

3x +. 6 > - 9 c<_. 6

3x -15 K.( -2

-6x +30

Note: the order of the inequality

is reversed.

Since the operations must be applied to 'both sides of the inequality, the
1

- right hand side was also transformed making the resulting inequality the

same as your choice.

Please proceed to question 13' below.

Question

Apply your knowledge of operations on inequalitieS to find the solution

,set of the inequality:

V

(A) n

6 ) 6

(C) n > 4

(B) n < 2 (D) n
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1

Very good. This choic is correct.

The sc'1 lr'fll,ould look, like this:.

5m +. 2 ( 1 -

5m

m

m

Please proceed to question 17 below.

196
2.

Question 17

10

10

8 .( Change the order.of

the inequality.)

Apply your knowledge of inequality iques to find the solution

set of the inequality.

(A), - 6

(B)

(C), m
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There were many opportunities for you to make a mistake.

You might look for the mistake in yodr use of the DISTRIBUTI PROPERTY

at the beginning of the -work, particularly in the cafe of /

which equals

The sign of the /'2 is a typical trouble spot.

6?c

Please return to page 200 and try question 18 again.
2

1

There is one part of this problem which appears to have given you

i5

difficulty. You should consider

as if it were written

( 2x

- 1 ( 2x -17 1 )

197
2.

The two. expressions have the same value, but th e secOnd form makes .the.

application of the DISTRIBUTIVE PROPERTY easier to perform.

Secondly,:dle>briginal inequality 4nd your solution set have reversed.'

.-"TOrdarsi4Tinequality. That:condition could Only-have occured if you:

multiplied or divided by a negative:number. You shouldn't'have had to'do

thafiriyOu proceeded- properly
. .

Be careful to apply- specific rules in each step of your work.

page 192 and try question 19 again.

2

Please return
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You have done verywell. There are many steps which must be done correctly

in order to get this correct choica. We should prOceed as follows:

2 ( y ) < 18

10 - 2y < 18 f<- io

- 2y

-4

1><'+ ( -2 )

Of course, we must be careful to change the order of the inequality since

we divided by a negative number.

Since we Want all those values greater-than

all points to the right of -4 and not

Therefore, the -.4. is circled on the graph.,

Pleade proceed:

198-

2

Question 15

Apply the appropriate principles of operations on inequalities and choose

question. 15 below.

our graph must include
"';`,,

the.correct statement about the solution set-of the inequality

- 3x x

(A) x 2..5 -( )

(B) x > 5 (D)
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Very good. This choice is correct. Your work should look like this_:

8x +

8x" +

\

/.

- 2x +

< - 12

Note:

-(2x + 1) = -1(2x + 1)

PleaSe proceed to question 20 below.

Question ,20.

Apply your -knowledge t fL.:. :he inequality whose solutfon set is

(A)

(B)

Sy' +. 3 - 32

-7 (.y ,+ 2 + 3 (

3 ( y

199.

2
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1

Applying the proper procedures, we have:

1
2m + 7.> m -

2
( Change 2 to a fraction )

4 1

2
m + 2 m - 2

12

3 m +

9 2

-18

m

KL 3

Note that our divisor was-positive, therefore, the inequality did not

reverse in order.

Please proceed to question 18 below.

200
2

Question 18

Apply your knowledge to find the solution set of the inequality

( x - 5) -.

(A) x

x 7 6

3x 1 )
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1

By this time you should realize that the technique of solving inequalities

is almost. identical with those methods you have already learned in solving

equations.

There is one exception; when you. multiply or divide by .a negative number

the order of the inequality changes.

You can always check your answer by chooSing.a member of the solution set

and substituting that. It is-not a perfect check, however. But if it

doesn!t-check, you know' you are wrong; whereas if_ it does check, it

doesnmean that you are right unless you have considered the limits of

the possibilities.

2
Please return to page

19
and try question'19 again.

2.

Applying the proper procedure for solving the inequality, we have:

3.( y + *4- -

3y + 18. + =' - 1

3y +. 20 _ 1.

3y - 21

(c ^A

* 20

201

Since our divisor is positive, the order. of the ineqUality does not change.

Then this O.hoiCe is not correct, since it does not'agree with the solution

set given.

,i. .

Aleturn to page 199 and try question 20 again.

2

V\
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1

The work in this problem should be as follows:

5

x

5 x

5 K- 5

0 ( -4 )

- 4

Please proceed to question 16 below.

Remember. to change the order

of the inequality.\\.

\

202
- 2.

QUestian 16

Apply your knowledge to.find the solution set of the inequality

5m + 2 ( 1 10

(B) m (D) m <



It is important to realize that you cannot find the Solution to an

inequality by trying ofieted choices. For example,

10

is a value which fits this choice. Substituting m = 10 in the

inequality,. we have

20 + 7 5 2

27 7"'

Ion is f:el:taLnIy true. But even if we tried every number which fits

-h-. choice ( and there are an infinite number of them ) we would

i11 need to show that no number which does not fit the c_ Ace would

-k.in the inequality. Since this is impossible, we muc., follow

pt..-7-71edures as taught in this segment if we wish to solve ir:equalities.

Or

In any event, this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 196 and try question 17 again.
2

203

There were many opportunities for you to make a mistake in solving this

inequality. It appears that you were successful in avoiding errors unti

7on were almost-at the end of the solution. But you did have an error;

therefore, this choice is not correct.

Remembet, the symbol =It is an' inequality and as such( is reversed if the

,

operation is multiplication or division by a:negative number.

return to page .200 and try question 18 :again:
2
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1

The procedure for this prc'-- involve JTIVE PROPERTY,

a quantity from sithas, a..0 Finally dividing both sides

by the same number. You must then translate your result into a graph

showing where your elution would be located on the NUMBER LINE. It

take only one errc- in one/ of these steps to get a wrong answer. How

. many mistakes did you make to getthis incorrect choice?

Please return to page 190 and try question 14 again.

2

204
2

Applying the proper procedures to solve the inequality, we have

- 7 (y ± 2) + 3 ( y - - 1

_ 73, 14 + 3y 15 - 1

4y

- 4y

Then this choice is correc=

29 -1 +29

28

A_

-4 )

( change the order o

inequality )

7ou have now finished Segmeni 5 . Hand in the PUNCH CARD..
3e sure you have entered in your NOTEBOOK the rules for inequalities
which you found in your text on pages 159 - 161 .

You should now complete ASSIGNMENT -5 , problems 17 -
After completing the assignment, you are advised to'review all of
your notes and to re -read the reading assignment in order to prepare
yourself for the Volume test.

V.


